How can you help your child?
As always, there are lots of opportunities for you to help your child with
their learning.
Please continue to support your child with their homework, spellings,
regular reading and multiplication tables practise.
It really does make a difference! Thank you!

All Around

Year 6
Term 4

English:
This term we will continue to read
The Hobbit. Inspired by Tolkien’s
love of Norse mythology, we will be
exploring Norway, in particular a
town called Arendal. Get ready to
persuade people to visit! Keep
extending your vocabulary so you
can create some powerful descriptive
writing about majestic scenery and a
strange creature called Gollum! This
term we will compare our text with
media. What will we discover?

Maths:
This term we will continue to
consolidate and extend our
numbers skills, as well as
exploring scale factors and
different forms of data. To help
develop our understanding we
will tackle a range of problem
solving activities. A lot of our
work this term focuses on
fractions, decimals and
percentages, so knowing times
tables is essential!

All Around Us
Geography:
Do you really know about where you
live? Get ready to take a closer look,
as we explore the human and physical
geographical features of our local
area. We will be taking a closer look at
the River Kennet! Get ready to find
your wellies, as we will be visiting
Stonebridge to find out more!
Science
What native creatures will we find at
Stonebridge? Get ready to research and
find out about their life cycles, as well as
your own!
We need to be able to
identify different types of native wildlife,
so classification keys at the ready! We
will use this opportunity to revise
inheritance adaptation and evolution.

ICT:
It is finally here! Get ready to learn how
to use the Reading Cloud - our exciting
new library resource. Further e-safety
advice will be given this term.
Design Technology:
Have your ever tried lefse? What about
krumkake? Get your taste buds ready as
we study nutrition, availability and
seasonality and make some delicious
traditional Norwegian dishes!
Music:
Voices at the ready as we prepare a
traditional Norwegian song and have a
sing off with our partner class!
RE:
We will be exploring the concept of
salvation. What difference does the
resurrection make to Christians?

What do you already know
about your local area?
Have you ever been to Norway?
What do you know about
Norway?

We will encounter wolves in ‘The
Hobbit’, and did you know that
wolves are endangered in
Norway?

HOMEWORK
Part of our job in year 6 is to prepare your child for the challenges of
Secondary Education.
Homework is extremely important.
Appropriate, differentiated homework will be given out on a Tuesday for
Maths and will be due in on the following Monday. English is given out
on a Friday and is due in the following Wednesday. Spellings will be
given on a Monday and the children are expected to explore any
associated spelling patterns or rules.
There is an expectation that all homework will be completed. Please
talk to us if your child needs any support or requires extra time to
complete a task.

Special Events
World Book Day - Thursday 1st March
Year 6 will be visiting Stonebridge Meadow on
Wednesday 28th March. We will be carrying out some field study
work so you will need to wear wellington boots on this day!.
Further details to follow.

